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This Earth Repair Units White Paper (the White Paper), as it
may be amended from time to time, is hereby incorporated by
reference. Earth Repair Units, LLC (the Company) makes no
representations or warranties, express or implied, at law or in
equity, in respect of any matter relating to the Company,
including, without limitation, the assets, financial condition,
liabilities, operations or prospects of the Company or in respect
of the transactions contemplated by this White Paper, and any
such other representations or warranties are hereby expressly
disclaimed by the Company. This document does not constitute
any offer, solicitation, recommendation, or invitation for or in
relation to the securities of any company described herein. The
White Paper is not an offering document or prospectus and is
not intended to provide the basis of any investment decision or
contract. The information presented herein has not been
subject to independent audit, verification, or analysis by any
professional legal, accounting, engineering, or financial
advisors. The Company (along with its directors, officers, and
employees) does not assume any liability or responsibility
whatsoever for the accuracy or completeness of information
contained in the White Paper or for correcting any errors
herein. Readers of this document are encouraged to seek
external advice and are solely responsible for making their
own assessment of the matters herein, including assessing risks
and consulting technical and professional advisors. This
document may not be reproduced in whole or part without
written authorization from Earth Repair Units, LLC.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER

https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/no-express-or-implied-warranty
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EARTH REPAIR UNITS blockchain and cryptocurrency (ERU)
actively promotes the restoration of our planet by allowing
seamless and comprehensive transactions between vendors in
the environmental remediation sector.

The EARTH REPAIR UNITS blockchain (network) is a
comprehensive online platform for supplier and consumer
discovery in the environmental remediation industry around
the world. The network provides direct access to detailed
information in every service category required for clean-ups 
 and designs perfect  remediation recipes based on
optimization routines built in the ERU technology. 

The network's official currency is the ERU coin. 

As the exclusive currency utilized on the EARTH REPAIR UNITS
blockchain, a portion of all ERU transaction fees are donated
to EARTH REPAIR UNITS FOUNDATION to implement costless
clean-ups around the world.

1INTRODUCTION



Environmental pollution is one of the most existential threats
our world faces. Beginning in the Industrial Revolution,
humans began disposing of hazardous waste in natural areas,
damaging these sites dramatically and harming human and
animal health.

Greenhouse gases
Toxic chemicals
Particulate matter
Oil spills
Radioactive contaminants
Plastic waste 
Other forms of trash & more

Common Types of Incidents Requiring Remediation:

These contaminants can be released into the soil, air, and
water (including groundwater) from activities such as mining,
drilling, deforestation, chemical processing, agriculture (using
pesticides and fertilizers), and manufacturing.

2ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION
OVERVIEW: THE BASICS

Environmental remediation refers
to the removal of contaminants

from sites that have been polluted
from industrial, manufacturing,

mining, and commercial activities.

http://foundations.uwgb.org/industrial-pollution/


683 LBS
 

Toxic chemicals released
into our air, land, and

water around the world
 

EVERY SECOND

10 MILLION
TONS

 
Toxic chemicals released

into our environment
 

EVERY YEAR
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TONS

 
Of these chemicals are

recognized carcinogens
 

EVERY YEAR

3

9 MILLION
 

Deaths caused by
pollution or

environmental toxins*
 

EVERY YEAR

ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION
OVERVIEW: STATISTICS & DATA

Toxic chemicals: Substances that can cause severe illness,
poisoning, birth defects, disease, or death when ingested,
inhaled, or absorbed by living organisms.

*1 in 6 deaths worldwide is caused by pollution related
diseases (more than 15x the number of deaths from violence)

Carcinogen: Any substance with the capacity to cause cancer
in humans.
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5ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION
OVERVIEW: CLEAN-UP PROCESS

The traditional remediation process often entails the
following steps:

1) Site Assessment: Specialists examine the site to verify what
contaminants are present. They map the area and sample
materials such as soil and groundwater to evaluate the extent
of the pollution and how much effort will be required to
remove it.

2) Determine Remediation Methods: Specialists determine
appropriate clean-up methods such as excavation, dredging,
oxidation, soil vapor extraction, thermal desorption, pump
and treat, nano-remediation, and more.

3) Select Safety Measures: Specialists assess safety measures
that will need to be enforced to protect the clean-up crew and
community members from injuries, exposure to toxic
chemicals, and wrongful death.

4) Remediate the Area: Specialists then conduct the actual
clean-up, complying with local and federal regulations.

5) Further Evaluation: Once the clean-up is complete,
specialists re-examine the area to determine if their efforts
were successful or if additional remediation is necessary.

https://energycentral.com/c/ec/5-green-technologies-accomplish-environmental-remediation
https://www.torhoermanlaw.com/chemical-exposure/
https://www.torhoermanlaw.com/chicago//wrongful-death/


6ERU'S EXIGENCE

The need and obligation for environmental remediation
continues to grow everyday as humans exist on this
planet. It is our responsibility as inhabitants and users of
Earth's resources to help sustain, protect, and restore
our environment.

Ecological awareness perhaps emerged when early
hunter-gatherers saw how fire and hunting tools
impacted their environment. Throughout history, many
ecological conscious individuals and groups urged for the
protection and improvement of our environment.
However, it was not until the 1960s when adverse health
effects of industrial pollution became more prominent to
the general public, leading policymakers to implement
more aggressive action and  comprehensive regulations.

When a site becomes contaminated, cleaning it up can be
very expensive, complicated, and even dangerous. Some
remediation projects last for several months and even
years. Due to the complex nature of environmental
remediation and lack of an end-to-end centralized
database, the amount of clean-ups completed yearly falls
desperately short compared to the newly contaminated
sites emerging every day.
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Providing a comprehensive network to strengthen the
Environmental Remediation industry thus boosting
clean-ups of contaminated sites

Educating people globally about environmental
pollution and environmental remediation as to
provide awareness and caution

Donating a portion of all ERU transaction fees to
EARTH REPAIR UNITS FOUNDATION to implement FREE
clean-ups around the world

The ERU network provides unparalleled information on
environmental remediation needs and services around
the world. From proven methods of remediation and new
emerging technology to the service providers and
regulatory compliance, the all-in-one network curates
the perfect recipe for remediation projects to be achieved
with ease and efficience.

Our goal is to equip the world with comprehensive
remediation data in a Trustless environment to help
people make informed decisions, find solutions, share in
our resources, and ultimately improve the quality of life
on this planet.

EARTH REPAIR UNITS actively promotes Earth Restoration
by:

ERU'S EXIGENCE
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EARTH REPAIR UNITS FOUNDATION is a non-profit
organization dedicated to identifying and implementing
environmental clean-up projects via ERU's blockchain
and cryptocurrency.

THE PROCESS:

The usage of ERU leading to costless clean-ups around
the world strongly embodies our belief that even the
largest endeavors can be achieved when the proper
resources and contribution methods are made accessible
to the populace.

ERU'S EXIGENCE

The Foundation Board presents a list
of vetted remediation projects from
economically depressed areas

ERU Coinholders vote from the list of
suggested remediation projects

Clean-ups implemented for FREE

www.earthrepairunits.com


